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Google Calendar is an awesome and useful app because it's more than that - it's a cross-platform service that is as elegant as it is versatile. It starts with a pre-download on your Android phone, tablet or Chromebook and it goes from there. It's online and it's on iOS. You can use it yourself or share it with others. You can even subscribe to public calendars that are separate but
perfectly integrated into your own. And the best part is that it syncs seamlessly in the Google cloud, so you never have to worry that you've lost something. How to add events and reminders to Google Calendar makes it easy to track your busy schedule. With events and reminders, you can ensure that you will never forget important days, no matter how busy you get. We're here to
show you how to do it right. How to add events and reminders to your Google calendar for Android How to change the presentation of Google's calendar, the color of events, and return to today's Google Calendar date is one of the easiest ways to track all the moving parts in your life, from upcoming birthdays to meetings that you should attend. Now the default view in the calendar
will show you your schedule and what you will have next. Sometimes you want to check things out further on your schedule though, and for that you can change the view calendar. This includes changing the color of events, so they pop out when you look at your schedule. We've also got detailed information about a quick return to today's date with a simple tap, so you can make
sure you're always looking for the right place. Fortunately, Google has made it very easy and we have all the details. How to change the representation of Google calendar, color events, and go back to today's date How to add purpose Many of us already use Google Calendar to track different parts of our lives. In addition to creating events and reminders, you can also set goals.
These include goals for exercise, work, friends and more. We have details for you here on how to customize one. How to add a purpose to the Google Calendar This is the best calendar app out there We love Android because it offers alternatives to apps built into your phone. But what if Google Calendar is the best calendar app? This is what we identified when we pitted it against
a bunch of third-party alternatives in our best Calendar App round-up. Agree? The best Calendar apps for Android Google Calendar on your desktop are now more stuff... and the beautiful Google Calendar and Google Keep are becoming dark modes on Android. Available with the latest available Application. Deployment can take up to 15 days. Over the past few months, Google
has been steadily adding official dark mode to more and more of its apps. After similar posts by Google, News, Contacts and others, Google has now announced dark modes modes Calendar and store. In the next few days, you should get an update to Google Calendar and Google Keep Android apps that will add a new dark mode of functionality. To include dark mode in your
calendar, you'll go to the settings - The General - If you're using Keep, the customization process is to turn on the dark mode. The dark mode for Google Calendar will work on devices running Android Nougat or above, while the dark Keep mode works for Android Lolipop and above. If you don't see an update to any app in the Play Store right away, don't worry. Google began
pushing out a dark calendar update mode on May 16 and Keep's began making its way to users on May 20. In both cases, Google says it can take up to 15 days to update to cover everyone. How to incorporate one user interface (Android 9 Pie) dark mode on Samsung Galaxy phones We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. I have bad news for
almost everyone: on June 18, it became clear that google Calendar was closed to many users, at least in the New York region. If you're a regular user of Google performance tools, you're probably wondering exactly how to tell if Google Calendar isn't working - besides, you know, just trying to log in and meet an error message (womp, womp). Fortunately, however, it's actually
quite easy to confirm whether Google Calendar is experiencing widespread glitches, or whether it's a problem that could be related to your personal computer or internet connection. It is not yet clear what is causing the problem. Bustle has reached out to Google for comment and we will update this post when we hear back. On Google's G Suite Status Dashboard, which provides
status updates for all G Suite apps you know and love, Google's Calendar service is currently affected by 10:22 AM ET. We are investigating reports of a problem with Google's calendar. We will provide more information soon. Affected users cannot access Google's calendar, the notice says on the page. At least you (probably) won't be the only person in your office late to the
meeting because you can't access the calendar. And hey, while you're waiting for the Calendar to come back, you can always start that paper planner you thought just in case something like this happens again, right? Screenshot via Google CalendarBut back to the question at hand: How can you tell if Google Calendar isn't working? The good news is that you have several
options. Aside from Google's own G Suite dashboard status, my personal go at this website is it down right now? Their database is quite extensive - you can check websites all over the network for service outages that can help you figure out if you really need to reboot your router or not. Is it down right now? also has a comments section that can be handy if you're wondering what
might be with the site you you Investigation. Right now, comments from users show that people are downloading 404 pages around the world, from Utah, texas, to Italy. I can also confirm that from my laptop in New York, New York, my calendar will only download a notification that says: Oh! There was a problem with downloading the calendar. Please try again in a few minutes.
The app status dashboard allows you to check the performance status of all Google apps and services that fortunately include Google Calendar and Hangouts. Currently, Hangouts is marked with a green circle, which means no problem. The calendar, on the other hand, is marked in orange, which means service disruption. It may take a little time for the app Status Panel to update
to appear, so it's probably a good idea to often check back, especially if you're having problems. At this point, it looks like all we can do is wait! Fortunately, since Hangouts, band and chat seem to be all right, you can go ahead and ping your colleagues to see if, indeed, you had a meeting now. Good luck keeping busy, everyone! This post was originally published on June 30,
2016. It was updated on June 18, 2019. When I checked my email recently, after a two week vacation, I was greeted with over 1,200 new posts. It's a common plague in the workplace: Most things have been spam, out-of-office bounce backs, and sinister you over your memory storage limit. However, somewhere among the detritus there were a few messages that I really needed.
To complicate matters, even with an extended find feature, Outlook didn't always get the messages that I knew were there. It didn't help that Outlook misread my rules, sometimes copying messages in different folders, sometimes moving them to the right folders and sometimes not working at all.Grrr. Microsoft Outlook is the dominant email system in business today, used by 50%
of American workers, according to Ferris Research. However, it doesn't really work that well. Can't anyone imagine anything better? People at Stata Labs, a San Mateo, California-based software company, already have. Their Bloomba 1.0 aims to be a mail client to kill all email customers -Google email, even. I put Bloomba 1.0 to the test and I went away very impressed.
Bloomba is based on a search engine-style toolbar, not a hierarchical folder system. The program has a familiar look: Outlook-like menus, and top-line toolbars with familiar icons to send/receive, compose, delete, etc.-plus remove as spam, which conveniently says the software to eliminate any future messages from before they hit your inbox. Directly underneath this number of
icons, however, is a search toolbar that looks like one on your web browser. You use it in the same way: Back to the keyword, hit the return, and see what appears. This is Bloomba's great innovation: the ability to get comprehensive search results within his mailbox. Searching for the Bloomba keyword in my inbox, for example, quickly appeared messages sent to me by someone
with a Bloomba email address, emails from my editor with Bloomba in a subject line or body message, and messages I sent execs to Bloomba during experiments with the product. Bloomba is even looking for text attachments. This powerful feature makes folders largely unnecessary. If you insist on serving, Bloomba still allows. But Bloomba's search functionality and its limitless
storage capacity ensure that you never have to send a message again, and that you can always find what you're looking for in seconds. So if Bloomba is so great, why don't we stamp on the Stata Labs website (www.statalabs.com) and transfer $49.95 per download? There are a few big obstacles. Most importantly, Bloomba only works with POP-3 email accounts, so most
employees whose corporate email is processed through Microsoft Exchange servers are out of luck. Given that Bloomba is aimed at a very large amount of power email users, this represents a serious glitch. And despite all its errors and limitations, Outlook includes features without which many of us are not ready to live: calendars, to-do lists, notes and the ability to sync all these
items, as well as email, with our laptops. The first version of Bloomba does not have any of them, and its contact database does not import Notes from Outlook. Stata claims that these flaws will be corrected by its 2.0 release, due on February 16.The bottom line: Bloomba 1.0 is an incredibly innovative product that transforms the way we think of email completely on its head.
Search rather than power-folder is probably the wave of the future for serious email communicators. But it's not ready for prime time yet. Curious early adopters, as well as those who are not trapped in the Microsoft Exchange corporate server, should check it out. Everyone else can wait for future versions that have developed kinks. If Stata does deliver a more reliable Bloomba-
and I bet it's going to-outlook, perhaps finally serious competition. Update: The company now claims that Bloomba 2.0 will be available for purchase in May 2004. 2004.
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